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Learning from the Nerds
(Or, 'How I learnt to survive enjoy large class teaching')
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(Shh!) The secret to good teaching is ...

Employing 
Good 

People

Teaching 
things YOU find 

interesting

Treating 
Students as on 

a path to the 
UN (or equiv.)

Be Reasonable, 
Nice

Teach the 
Truth



... and making technology work for you?

Lecturing in Large Classes 

WikisBeamer-
LaTeXTablet PC

Assessment in Large Classes

Damocles Discuss 
Logs

Online 
Quizzes

Administration in Large Classes

Discuss 
FAQs

Feedback 
via SPAM

Telling 
the World 
about it



Lecturing in Large Classes 

Tablet 
PC

When to use:
 - Always ... (?)

Why it is so good:
 - DYNAMIC!!!
 - Can have pre-prepared materials, but then dynamically edit them, 
scribble on them, create new materials -- all are saved
 - Easy to use, easy to put on the web
 - Students love it (so far) (survey results to come)

On the other hand:
 - ? (a little more admin?)

Reflections



In ECC2800 PPS ...



In ECC2800 PPS ...

'whiteboard' mode



In ECC5650 Micro ...



In ECC5650 Micro ...

'whiteboard' mode



When to use:
 - Large class, teaching it more than twice, maths

Why it is so good:
 - Great maths rendering, consistent typography, index, contents, 
references all work, large documents
 - Write once, output multiple times!

On the other hand:
 - Learning curve ...
 - Drag and don't drop ...

Reflections

Lecturing in Large Classes 

Beamer-
LaTeX



In slide mode ...



In handout mode ...

Layout for the 
quote appropriate 

for handout

Referencing: 
hyperlinked, 

bibliography, clear

Sectioning 
(contents table), 

clear layout



When to use:
 - Short lead-time, lots of hyper-links, web-content, (e.g. you're only 
teaching it once)

Why it is so good:
 - Super fast ('wiki-wiki'!), hyper-links to pics very easy
 - Dynamic updating (in-class updating?!)

On the other hand:
 - Pretty bad handouts (not specific format), not that nice to look at
 - Most students don't have laptops, so `all-in' edit not there yet ...

Reflections

Lecturing in Large Classes 

Wikis



Assessment in Large Classes

Damocles

When to use:
 - Whenever you have in-session referenced essay work

Why it is so good:
 - Takes out all the leg-work! (references, highlighting etc.)
 - Very, very good at what it does
 - All online -- mark the essays anywhere (no paper submission)

On the other hand:
 - ... student education re: plagiarism!

Reflections



Staff summary



Individual Essay



... gotcha!



When to use:
 - When you have readings as part of your unit
 - Instead of tutorial/small-group discussions

Why it is so good:
 - Students READ THE READINGS!
 - Small-groups (2-5 ppl is best), high social cost of not contributing
 - Mark individually, however (and stress positive externalities)
 - Can get in and engage with them, give prizes etc. (Post of the 
week)

On the other hand:
 - Admin to set them up at the beginning
 - Can become time-consuming: needs wise management

Reflections

Assessment in Large Classes

Discuss 
Logs





When to use:
 - Low-cost, periodic testing mechanism
 - Doesn't have to be just maths (though maths is better)

Why it is so good:
 - It helps students to learn! (Angus & Watson, 2009)
 - It is automatically marked
 - Students get a lot out of it, increasing feedback scores

On the other hand:
 - Costly one-off setup
 - Need to master the software
 - (Question banks?)

Reflections

Assessment in Large Classes

Online 
Quizzes



... actual question

automatic numbers ...



... behind the scenes



(shameless plug)



When to use:
 - Low-cost, personalised feedback

Why it is so good:
 - Students really love it (see quotes)

On the other hand:
 - Everyone gets a 'do more of' and a 'do less of' 
comment .. novelty?!
 - Setup? (easy when you've done it once)

Reflections

Administration in Large Classes

Feedback 
via SPAM

Thank you so much for this feedback. I 
can honestly say it is the most in-
depth analysis I have ever received 
for an assignment and will likely help 
me greatly improve on my form and 
structure for future assignments. The 
flaws you pointed out about my report 
are things that I have noticed as well, 
but now that you have brought them to 
my attention I have more of an incentive 
to wrok on them in order to  mprove the 
general quality of my work.

Thank you for in-depth response to our 
essays. I must admit that I was 
surprised to have such good 
feedback as I have rarely had 
lecturers provide feedback at the 
level you have, from either Monash or 
Melbourne. 



Mark

Good comment

`Improve' comment General Comments

XLS

CSV@

ESSAYESSAYESSAYESSAYESSAYESSAY

Hi Simon

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Simon

Hi Simon

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Simon

Hi Simon

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Simon

Hi Simon

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Simon

Hi Simon

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Simon

Hi Russell

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Russell

Hi Steph

General 
comments

Specific 
comments

To: Steph
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When to use:
 - New Unit introduction .. New staff, new content
 - Starting a viral marketing campaign ...

Why it is so good:
 - Uses the media they use
 - Could be big impacting
 - Easy if you have Mac

On the other hand:
 - Needs to be done early enough ...
 - Technical/software support? (Media students)

Reflections

Administration in Large Classes

Telling 
the 

World 
about it





Summing up

Be willing to 
Experiment

Work at one 
thing a 
session

Seek ideas 
from 

colleagues

Use a Mac

..or Linux

As Simon 
for help

Use ITS 
(not TSG)

Look for free 
solutions on 

the Web

Make TSG 
compete



So ...
You CAN DO like Nerds do
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